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CAN A STATE’S WATER RIGHTS BE DAMMED? ENVIRONMENTAL FLOWS AND FEDERAL DAMS IN THE SUPREME COURT

Reed D. Benson*

ABSTRACT

Interstate rivers are subject to the doctrine of equitable apportionment, whereby the Supreme Court seeks to ensure that all states that share such rivers get a fair portion of their benefits. The Court has rarely issued an equitable apportionment decree, however, and there is little law on whether the doctrine protects river flows for environmental purposes. The ongoing Florida v. Georgia litigation in the Supreme Court raises this issue, as Florida seeks to limit consumptive uses by upstream Georgia to preserve flows in the Apalachicola River, which provide both economic and environmental benefits. This Article summarizes both the equitable apportionment doctrine and the concept of environmental flows and then considers prior Supreme Court cases dealing with environmental issues on interstate rivers. It then examines Florida v. Georgia, including the Court’s 2018 decision where it narrowly allowed the litigation to continue. A key issue in that decision was the role of the Army Corps of Engineers, which operates several federal dams in the river basin at issue in the case. This Article examines the views of the Court on the role of the Corps and its dam operations and contends that the Court focused too narrowly on the agency’s existing plan while overlooking the broader legal and policy context. It concludes with some brief thoughts on the future of the Florida v. Georgia litigation and environmental flows.
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INTRODUCTION

“A river is more than an amenity, it is a treasure.”¹ Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote those words almost 90 years ago in a Supreme Court decision involving an interstate water dispute over the Delaware River.² That simple but eloquent statement suggests that the Court recognized the river for its natural values, as well as a source of water for economic activities.³

In the Delaware River case, the Court applied the doctrine of equitable apportionment to protect New Jersey’s interest in the river’s fisheries, water quality, and recreational uses, while giving New York a limited right to use it for municipal water supply.⁴ In subsequent cases involving other rivers, the Court has allowed states to assert an interest in water for environmental and recreational uses but has not clearly established that the equitable apportionment doctrine protects environmental flows.

Today, Florida is attempting to use the equitable apportionment doctrine to ensure adequate flows on the Apalachicola River in order to protect both the ecosystem that relies on the river and the oyster fishery in the river’s estuary. While that fishery has commercial value, Florida is clearly seeking to defend environmental as well as economic interests in its Supreme Court litigation against Georgia, which is upstream. Having narrowly survived dismissal in a 5-4 decision at the end of the 2018 term,⁵ Florida’s lawsuit lives on, giving the Court an opportunity to clarify how equitable apportionment applies to environmental flows in the modern era.

The key issue in the Court’s recent decision was the role of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (the Corps), which operates several dams in the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint (ACF) Basin. The dams form a system of federal water projects that the Corps operates to serve certain purposes—including hydropower, water supply, and recreation—as authorized by Congress. These dams play an important role in determining flow patterns in the Apalachicola, but because the federal government is not a party to the litigation, the Court has no power to order any change in the Corps’ operations. A divided Court decided that the absence of the Corps did not necessarily preclude an effective judicial remedy for Florida.

². Id. at 341.
³. A mere five years later, however, the Court quoted the “treasure” line to emphasize the need to make maximum beneficial use of water in the arid West. Washington v. Oregon, 297 U.S. 517, 527 (1936). That case focused entirely on the use of the interstate Walla Walla River for irrigation and essentially allowed Oregon to continue drying up the river during the irrigation season. Id. at 522-24. In that case, at least, the Court viewed the river as a “treasure” only in the economic sense of the word.
This Article begins by summarizing three disparate aspects of the ACF water dispute. First, this Article will examine the equitable apportionment doctrine as created and applied by the Court in interstate litigation. Next, it will describe water projects built and operated by the Corps in the ACF Basin. Finally, this Article will discuss the concept of environmental flows to support healthy rivers and river-dependent ecosystems. The following section considers Supreme Court decisions in interstate cases to determine whether environmental flows may be a relevant consideration under equitable apportionment. The Article then turns to the ongoing *Florida v. Georgia* case, briefly examining the dispute over water use in the ACF Basin, the Court’s recent decision allowing the case to continue, and the statements in the opinion bearing on environmental flows. It then specifically addresses the Corps’ role in the ACF Basin and argues that the Court focused too narrowly on the Corps’ current ACF operating plan and overlooked the broader legal and policy context. The Article concludes with some brief thoughts on the future of the *Florida v. Georgia* litigation.

I. BACKGROUND

This section addresses three products of the twentieth century. Between 1900 and 1945, the Supreme Court announced the equitable apportionment doctrine, refined it in a series of interstate water cases, and applied it to allocate the water of three different river systems among the contending states. Beginning in the 1930s, Congress authorized the Corps to build dams for flood control and other purposes, and today the Corps operates hundreds of dams across the nation. The concept of environmental flows (or instream flows for environmental purposes) developed in the latter half of the twentieth century, as state and federal laws began recognizing the need for adequate flows to support fish populations and other features of river-dependent ecosystems. This section considers these developments, beginning with the law of equitable apportionment.

A. Equitable Apportionment in the Supreme Court

Lawsuits in which one state sues another are “original jurisdiction” cases that go directly to the Supreme Court, which appoints a special master to take evidence and prepare a series of reports on the disputed issues. The Court decides the matter after considering the reports and the parties’ exceptions to them. When the first such case – a dispute between Kansas and Colorado over the waters of the Ar-

7. *See*, e.g., *Texas v. New Mexico*, 482 U.S. 124 (1987). Litigation over the Pecos River involved a series of reports issued by a succession of special masters, with whom the Court sometimes disagreed on key points. Although that dispute was governed by the Pecos River Compact rather than the equitable apportionment doctrine, it provides a good illustration of the role of special masters in the Supreme Court’s interstate water cases.
kansas River – reached the Court, there was no established law to apply. The Court developed and announced the equitable apportionment doctrine in *Kansas v. Colorado.* While the Court denied relief to downstream Kansas in that case, it allowed for a future suit if increased uses of the river in Colorado caused substantial injury to Kansas “to the extent of destroying the equitable apportionment of benefits between the two States resulting from the flow of the river.”

The Court refined and clarified the equitable apportionment doctrine over the next few decades in cases involving a variety of interstate waters, both eastern and western. The Court first apportioned a river in 1922, effectively protecting established irrigation uses of the Laramie River in Wyoming by limiting an upstream diversion to a different watershed in Colorado. Later cases would apportion the waters of the Delaware River, primarily between New York and New Jersey, and the North Platte, primarily between Wyoming and Nebraska. Although there would be later cases under the equitable apportionment doctrine, the North Platte decision of 1945 was the last time the Court issued a decree apportioning the waters of an interstate river.

*Nebraska v. Wyoming* is best known for its statement of the Court’s approach in deciding an interstate water case under equitable apportionment:

> Apportionment calls for the exercise of an informed judgment on a consideration of many factors . . . . [P]hysical and climatic conditions, the consumptive use of water in the several sections of the river, the character and rate of return flows, the extent of established uses, the availability of storage water, the practical effect of wasteful uses on downstream areas, the damage to upstream areas as compared to the benefits to downstream areas if a limitation is imposed on the former—these are all relevant factors. They are merely an illustrative not an exhaustive catalogue. They indicate the nature of the problem of apportionment and the delicate adjustment of interests which must be made.

---

9. *Id.* at 97-98 (stating that, where the actions of one State “through the agency of natural laws” had affected another State, the Court would seek to “recognize the equal rights of both and at the same time establish justice between them”).
10. *Id.* at 118.
13. *Nebraska v. Wyoming,* 325 U.S. 589, 637-54, 667-69 (1945). Colorado was also a party to the case.
15. *Nebraska v. Wyoming,* 325 U.S. at 618. Because that case involved two states that allocate and manage water under the prior appropriation doctrine, whereby the longest-established uses get pri-
Thus, equitable apportionment can be viewed as a totality-of-the-circumstances test, and the Court has emphasized that in these cases it is more concerned with fairness than formulas.  

In deciding what is fair, however, the Court has repeatedly chosen to protect established water uses and the local economies that rely on them. This is a recurring theme in cases involving western rivers where the contending states employ the prior appropriation doctrine, under which the longest-established uses take priority over later ones during times of water shortage. But where state laws may give absolute priority to the earliest uses, the Court has said only that “priority of appropriation is the guiding principle,” which may prove less important than protecting established but junior users. “So far as possible those established uses should be protected though strict application of the priority rule might jeopardize them.”

From its early interstate water cases to the present, the Court has stressed a related point: a state seeking relief under equitable apportionment carries a heavy burden of showing that the actions of another state are causing or will cause substantial harm to the plaintiff state’s interests. *Kansas v. Colorado* established both the principle of equitable apportionment and the precedent that the Court may deny relief despite a showing of harm. The Court has repeatedly stated that before it will order a remedy in these interstate cases, “the threatened invasion of rights must be of serious magnitude and it must be established by clear and convincing evidence.” More than once the Court has denied relief when it certainly could have concluded that a state was using more than its fair share of an interstate river.

In addition to this judicial bar, there is another key reason why the Supreme Court has apportioned so few rivers: it has repeatedly urged states to resolve water disputes through negotiated compacts rather than litigation. As the Court noted during times when water supplies are short, the Court also noted that “[p]riority of appropriation is the guiding principle.” *Id.* The Court emphasized, however, that it might favor protecting established uses over strictly enforcing temporal priorities. “So far as possible those established uses should be protected though strict application of the priority rule might jeopardize them.” *Id.*


19. *Id.*


22. *See, e.g., Washington v. Oregon*, 297 U.S. at 522-23 (Oregon irrigators nearly drying up the Walla Walla River at the state line); *Colorado v. New Mexico II*, 467 U.S. at 323-24 (New Mexico uses a majority of the water of the Vermejo River, even though 75% of that water originates in Colorado.).
near the outset of its latest equitable apportionment decision, despite its authority to adjudicate interstate water disputes, “we have long noted our ‘preference’ that States ‘settle their controversies by ‘mutual accommodation and agreement.’” Thus, compacts – negotiated by the interested states, ratified by those states, and approved by Congress – are by far the more common means of dividing the waters of interstate rivers, especially in the West. Compacts have certainly not kept states from litigating their water disputes in the Supreme Court, but when they do, the rule of decision becomes the terms of the relevant compact rather than the doctrine of equitable apportionment.

B. Corps of Engineers Water Projects

The Corps has been a prolific dam-builder since the Flood Control Act of 1936 made flood control a federal activity. This Act made the Corps responsible for “[f]ederal investigations and improvements of rivers and other waterways for flood control and allied purposes . . . .” Recognizing that flood-control dams could serve additional uses, Congress authorized the Corps to build multi-purpose projects for “an expanding array of public purposes that included flood control, hydropower, flat water recreation, and even irrigation and municipal water supply.” The Corps today owns and operates over 600 dams that can generate nearly a quarter of the nation’s hydropower and store nearly 330 million acre-feet, that helped prevent nearly half a trillion dollars in flood damages over the course of a recent

25. Whereas only three rivers have been apportioned directly by the Supreme Court, there are over two dozen interstate water compacts, mostly apportioning western rivers. See Jerome C. Muys et al., Utton Transboundary Resources Center Model Interstate Water Compact, 47 NAT. RESOURCES J. 17, 21 (2007).
29. Id. § 2 (codified at 33 U.S.C. § 701b (2018)). Congress provided, however, that the Corps’ flood control work “shall not interfere with investigations and river improvements incident to reclamation projects” undertaken by the Bureau. Id.
decade,\textsuperscript{32} and that host 370 million recreational visitor days per year.\textsuperscript{33} While most Corps reservoirs are not involved with water supply, more than 100 of them make water available for municipal and industrial uses.\textsuperscript{34}

The authorizing statute(s) for a project specify the purpose(s) for which that project was designed and constructed.\textsuperscript{35} Congress may authorize a project for multiple purposes, such as flood control, hydropower, and recreation, but give one purpose a higher or lower priority than others.\textsuperscript{36} These project purposes remain important today because the purposes generally dictate the operating priorities of a project. A statute authorizing a project for flood control and hydropower effectively requires the Corps to operate the dam to serve those purposes, while leaving the agency discretion to decide the specific operating practices — that is, the exact timing and quantity of reservoir storage and releases.\textsuperscript{37}

The Corps’ choices about reservoir operations make a difference, because operating a reservoir inevitably involves trade-offs between competing values.\textsuperscript{38} For example, reducing dam releases in a time of low river flows will raise reservoir levels and help protect against extended drought, but will stress downstream ecosystems during the time that releases are curtailed. Boosting hydropower production during times of peak demand will raise revenue because the price of electricity is higher in those times, but dramatic fluctuations in river levels cause problems for downstream ecosystems and recreation. In determining its operating practices for a project, the Corps must serve authorized purposes while considering the other values affected.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{34} A Congressional Research Service report states that “133 Corps multi-purpose reservoirs in 26 states have 11.1 million acre-feet of storage space” for municipal and industrial water supply. CYNTHIA BROUGHER & NICOLE T. CARTER, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R42805, REALLOCATION OF WATER STORAGE AT FEDERAL WATER PROJECTS FOR MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL WATER SUPPLY 3 (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{35} Reed D. Benson, \textit{Reviewing Reservoir Operations: Can Federal Water Projects Adapt to Change?}, 42 COLUM. J. ENVTL. L. 353, 368 (2017).
\item \textsuperscript{36} \textit{Id.} at 368-70.
\item \textsuperscript{37} \textit{See id.} at 369.
\item \textsuperscript{38} \textit{Id.} at 364-67 (discussing examples of such trade-offs, drawn from litigation over Corps and Bureau of Reclamation project operations).
\end{itemize}
The Corps’ operating regime for a project is detailed in a “water control plan” that is geared to the project’s authorizing legislation and other relevant law. Water control plans must “include coordinated regulation schedules” for operating a project or set or projects, and provide for detailed operating instructions to ensure that the project meets its authorized purposes. The Corps incorporates the plan for a project into a water control manual for that project. In a river basin with multiple projects that have related purposes, the Corps will produce a “master manual” for coordinated operation of the system. A water control manual may bind the Corps to operate its project(s) in accordance with the terms of the manual, subject to judicial review.

The Corps must comply with key environmental laws in developing or revising its water control manuals. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires a federal agency to assess potential environmental impacts and to consider alternatives before taking any action that could significantly affect the quality of the human environment. Thus, the Corps produces an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in the process of updating a project manual. While NEPA imposes only procedural duties, the Endangered Species Act (ESA) imposes key substantive obligations on the Corps. Most significantly, ESA Section 7 commands that every federal agency “shall . . . insure that any action authorized, funded, or carried out by such agency . . . is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence”

40. Id., para. 3-2(b).
41. Id., para. 3-1(f) (A manual must contain additional elements beyond the water control plan, including special operating or management rules for “emergency situations, including droughts. . . .”).
42. Id., para. 3-1(a).
43. See South Dakota v. Ubbelohde, 330 F.3d 1014 (8th Cir. 2003). The requirement for water control plans stems from Section 7 of the Flood Control Act of 1944, directing the Corps “to prescribe regulations for the use of storage allocated for flood control or navigation at all reservoirs constructed wholly or in part with Federal funds provided on the basis of such purposes, and the operation of any such project shall be in accordance with such purposes.” Flood Control Act of 1944, 33 U.S.C. § 709 (2012).
45. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C) (2012). NEPA § 102(2) applies to all agencies of the federal government and states several requirements in addition to the “detailed statement” mandate of subsection (C), one of which is to “study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended courses of action in any proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources.” 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(E) (2012).
of any threatened species, or adversely modify its designated critical habitat. More than any other environmental law, the ESA has forced the Corps and other water managers to evaluate and mitigate the environmental impacts of their operations, such as by adjusting reservoir releases to benefit downstream ecosystems.

C. Environmental Flows and the Law

The concept of environmental flows is simple: a river must have enough flowing water to sustain its natural functions and the living things that depend on it. Environmental protection, especially protection of important fish populations, is a major reason why specific flow levels have been required or recommended on many rivers. Such prescribed flow levels are often referred to as “instream flows” to distinguish them from consumptive uses such as irrigation or municipal water supply, which require that water be withdrawn from the river and conveyed to an off-stream location.

In practice, however, protection of environmental flows is typically not simple at all. The primary reason for this is that water suppliers, users, and decision-makers are often wary of environmental flow requirements, believing they may limit access to water for other uses. In many places (especially in the West) the conflict between consumptive uses and environmental flows is very real as many rivers have been depleted by water withdrawals to irrigate crops, operate power plants, and supply municipal and industrial users. Thus, existing water uses commonly remove enough water from a river system to leave remaining flows inadequate for environmental needs.

49. Benson, supra note 35, at 378-83 (noting effects of the ESA on project operations and general ineffectiveness of other environmental laws in this context).
50. See Cynthia F. Covell et al., Update to a Survey of State Instream Flow Programs in the Western United States, 20 U. DENV. WATER L. REV. 355, 368 (2017) (noting that “instream flow water rights to protect fisheries, aquatic habitat, and similar environmental values have become accepted as beneficial uses of water in most western states,” and likewise instream flow rights for recreation, water quality, and other purposes are recognized “in some states”).
52. See id. at 133-35.
53. See id. at 39-40 (naming several major western rivers as “dry or virtually dry during substantial portions of the year”).
54. This phenomenon is not limited to the West, as irrigation and power plant withdrawals, especially, have approached or exceeded the available water supplies in certain watersheds throughout the nation. See Kristen Averyt et al., Sectoral Contributions to Surface Water Stress in the Contiguous United States, ENVTL. RES. LETTERS, July-Sept. 2013, at 3-4.
The operation of dams and reservoirs can also alter river flows to the detriment of the downstream environment. The United States has over 75,000 dams, which store and release water to serve a variety of purposes such as hydropower generation, water supply, flood control, and reservoir recreation. Along with these important benefits, however, dams have adversely affected downstream ecosystems by altering natural flow patterns and trapping sediment, among other things. In the words of a leading researcher on dams where river systems have been most intensively impounded, "environmental costs of dams in the form of disrupted downstream hydrologic and biotic systems are likely to be greater in those regions than elsewhere."

In addition to the challenges posed by dams and consumptive uses, establishing and protecting environmental flows can be complicated for at least two further reasons. First, there may be multiple environmental resources or values that depend on flow levels. These resources or values may include fish of various species, other wildlife (from birds to aquatic invertebrates), riparian trees or other vegetation, and water quality to name just a few. To the extent that their flow requirements differ in quantity or timing, these resources may pose trade-offs in determining and managing environmental flows. Second, even for a single environmental factor – such as an endangered fish species – there may be considerable uncertainty and disagreement regarding its specific flow requirements. Thus, there may be no clear answer regarding acceptable environmental flows for that species in terms of how much water it needs (or how little it can tolerate).

57. Id. at 1305, 1308.
58. Id. at 1308 (noting that the heavily dammed northern Great Plains, Rocky Mountains, and Southwest regions "export water or water-related services [to other regions] while retaining the environmental costs").
59. ANNEAR ET AL., supra note 55, at 21-49 (analyzing various factors to be considered in developing flow protection regimes).
60. For example, in updating its long-term operating regime for Glen Canyon Dam on the Colorado River, the Interior Department had to balance the needs of a popular trout fishery just below the dam; the endangered humpback chub further downstream; and the broader Grand Canyon ecosystem, including the riverside beaches relied upon by rafters. See, e.g., U.S. DEP’T OF THE INTERIOR, RECORD OF DECISION FOR THE GLEN CANYON DAM LONG-TERM EXPERIMENTAL AND MANAGEMENT PLAN FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT at 3-5 (2016).
61. Such disagreements have been the crux of much litigation over the impact of federal water project operations on endangered species. See, e.g., Pac. Coast Fed’n of Fishermen’s Ass’n v. Bureau of Reclamation, 426 F.3d 1082, 1087-95 (9th Cir. 2005) (rejecting federal agency conclusion that salmon in the Klamath River would not be jeopardized by eight years of flow levels lower than recommended by scientific studies).
Despite these and other challenges, environmental flows have gained increasing acceptance and recognition under state laws. This is true even in the West, where existing consumptive water demands often exceed the naturally available supplies, and where environmental flow protections potentially could restrict development of new water supplies for growing populations. Most of the eastern states have also established some legal mechanism for protecting environmental flows, primarily for fisheries and water quality purposes. While state laws differ widely in several respects, there are a few general approaches by which these laws protect flows from impairment. These include setting aside a certain quantity of water that will not be available for new uses, restricting approval of new uses on a case-by-case basis, and establishing new water rights for to preserve a certain level of environmental flow.

Federal law, by contrast, has no general framework for establishing and protecting environmental flows. Environmental flows may be protected under the reserved rights (or Winters) doctrine, where the federal government designated lands for an environmental purpose, and water is needed to fulfill that purpose. The Court denied environmental flow claims on national forest land, however, essentially stating that such federal claims should be construed narrowly. Another relevant law is the Federal Power Act, which requires licensing of non-federal hy-

---

62. As stated in a recent article surveying relevant developments in the West since 1998:

In the past twenty years, states have gained more experience with instream flows. Some programs have matured considerably as instream water rights have taken their place in states’ priority systems . . . . Instream flow rights for a variety of uses are now an accepted type of water right in most western states . . . .

Covell et al., supra note 50, at 356.

63. Averty et al., supra note 54, at 3-5.

64. Covell et al., supra note 50, at 355.

65. ALLAN LOCKE ET AL., INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO RIVERINE RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP 299 (2008) (identifying 24 states east of (or bordering) the Mississippi River as having some type of instream flow law; “[m]ost protect only minimum flows to provide for delineated purposes, typically fisheries and water quality”).

66. Id. at 287-302 (describing key elements of instream flow laws in various states, primarily in the western U.S.).

67. GILLILAN & BROWN, supra note 51, at 137-45 (discussing use of such approaches in the western U.S.).

68. The doctrine originated with Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 564 (1908), in which the Supreme Court held that an Indian reservation has a right under federal law to enough water to fulfill the reservation’s purposes.


70. United States v. New Mexico, 438 U.S. 696, 702-03 (1978) (reserved water rights should be recognized only for “primary purposes” for which lands were designated, and only for the amount minimally needed for such purposes).
dropower projects by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Upon expiration of a license, “FERC relicensing” can require re-operation of the project to improve environmental flows, to the point of making the project uneconomical to operate. Ironically, while the Federal Power Act requires periodic review of operating conditions for non-federal hydropower projects, there is no similar requirement for federal dams and reservoirs operated by the Corps of Engineers or Bureau of Reclamation. The most effective environmental law in this context has been the ESA, especially as more fish and other aquatic species have been listed as threatened or endangered.

Even though many states now provide for protection of environmental flows within their own borders, environmental flow requirements are generally absent from interstate water allocation compacts, at least in the West. In other words, these compacts – negotiated by the affected states and approved by Congress – essentially ignore environmental concerns in favor of allocating water for consumptive uses. Interstate river basins without a compact, however, are governed by the equitable apportionment doctrine, and the next section examines whether the existing doctrine recognizes environmental flows.

II. DOES THE EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT DOCTRINE PROTECT ENVIRONMENTAL FLOWS?

The Supreme Court has applied the equitable apportionment doctrine to interstate disputes involving several different river systems, both East and West. Although there is no clear precedent for a right to environmental flows on interstate rivers, the Court’s equitable apportionment jurisprudence strongly suggests that the doctrine may be used to mitigate environmental harm caused by water development and use.

---

72. City of Tacoma v. Fed. Energy Regulatory Comm’n, 460 F.3d 53, 71-75 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (upholding increased flows to be supplied by relicensed project, based on statutory requirements to balance hydropower and environmental interests).
73. Benson, supra note 35, at 408-11.
74. See In re Operation of Mo. River Sys. Litig., 421 F.3d 618, 625-27 (8th Cir. 2005); supra notes 47-48.
75. Benson, supra note 35, at 378.
76. See Reed D. Benson, Environmental Issues in the Allocation and Management of Western Interstate Rivers, 24 IND. INT’L & COMP. L. REV. 183, 191-95 (2014) (addressing the absence of environmental provisions in western interstate water compacts). Even in basins governed by such compacts, however, the ESA has prompted efforts to improve environmental flows for the benefit of listed species. Id. at 195-202.
A. The Delaware River Case: Water Quality, Fish, and Recreation

One of the earliest equitable apportionment cases involved a dispute between three eastern states over the waters of the Delaware River system. New Jersey sued upstream New York in the Supreme Court, seeking to block a proposed diversion from tributaries of the Delaware to the Hudson River basin to supply municipal water to New York City.78 New York sought to divert 600 million gallons per day (mgd) for this purpose, but Pennsylvania – which had its own designs on using the river to supply water to greater Philadelphia – intervened and argued that New York’s diversion should be limited to 440 mgd.79 New Jersey took the position that New York had adequate supplies within the Hudson watershed and should be prohibited from diverting any water out of the Delaware River basin.80

New Jersey contended that depleted flows caused by New York’s diversion would harm New Jersey in various ways, some of which were purely economic: impairment of navigation, reduction in water power for riparian lands, and degradation of water quality to the detriment of industrial users.81 Crucially, however, New Jersey argued further that the diversion would do substantial harm to the Delaware’s “use and value for recreation; to the oyster industry; to fish; to agriculture; and from the standpoint of sanitation and water supply.”82 These alleged injuries certainly raised economic concerns, but also affected environmental, recreational, and public health interests.

The special master’s report83 essentially found that New Jersey failed to prove that the proposed diversion would cause the alleged economic injuries. It specifically found no harm to navigability,84 and no likely impairment to potential hydropower generation.85 The Court also summarized the report as finding that the proposed 600 mgd diversion would not “materially affect the River or its sanitary condition, or as a source of municipal water supply, or for industrial uses, or for agriculture, or for the fisheries for shad.”86 Thus, the master’s report said that even

79. Id. at 345 (referring to a “Pennsylvania plan” that included a 440 mgd limit on New York’s proposed diversion).
80. This argument relied on the common law of riparian rights, which New Jersey argued should apply to this dispute between three states that recognize riparian rights. Id. at 338-39.
81. Id.
82. Id. at 339. This quote comes from the statement of New Jersey’s position, which precedes Justice Holmes’ opinion. The opinion itself restates New Jersey’s list of alleged harms, clarifying that the oyster industry may be harmed by increasing salinity in the lower river and the Delaware Bay estuary; that the key fish species of concern was shad; and that agriculture may be harmed by lower river levels that “injure the cultivation of adjoining lands.” Id. at 343-44.
83. The court praised the master’s report as “most competent and excellent . . . .” Id. at 343.
84. The testimony of a high-level Corps of Engineers general was apparently influential on this point. Id. at 344.
85. Id. at 345.
86. Id.
at the maximum proposed level, New York’s diversion would cause none of the kinds of injuries that would seem to carry the greatest economic weight.

But all was not lost for New Jersey, as the report also found that at the proposed level of 600 mgd, “the effect upon the use for recreation and upon its reputation in that regard will be somewhat more serious, as will be the effect of increased salinity of the river on the oyster fisheries. The total is found to be greater than New Jersey ought to bear . . . .”87 The Court did not discuss the potential economic significance of either recreational use of the Delaware or the river-dependent oyster fisheries, but harm to those two interests prompted the special master’s report to recommend – and the Court to adopt – three important conditions on New York’s proposed diversion for municipal water supply.

The Court found that New Jersey’s harm could be “removed” by, first, limiting New York’s diversion to 440 mgd – a reduction of over 25% from the proposed level.88 Second, the Court ordered New York to build and operate a wastewater treatment plant at Port Jervis to keep that town’s sewage and industrial waste from polluting the Delaware.89 The Court imposed specific performance requirements on this plant90 without explaining why water quality improvement was necessary to reduce harm to oyster fisheries or recreational uses. Third, the Court required that water be released from one of New York City’s reservoirs as needed to maintain specified minimum flows in the Delaware at Port Jervis and at Trenton, New Jersey.91 Thus, the Court protected flows for oysters and recreation not only by limiting diversions, but also by ordering release of stored water to ensure specified levels of the Delaware River.

This result is all the more remarkable because of the outcome of a factually similar case that the Court decided about 70 days before New Jersey v. New York. In that earlier case, Connecticut sued upstream Massachusetts to block a proposed diversion of water for Boston’s municipal supply from tributaries of the Connecticut River.92 Connecticut argued that this diversion would harm many of the same

87. Id.
88. Id. at 345-46. The Court did not explain why it (or the special master) chose this specific level of diversion.
89. Id. at 346.
90. The Court directed that the Port Jervis plant must treat the town’s sewage and industrial wastewater to the degree that “organic impurities” would be reduced by 85 percent; “that the B. coli originally present in the sewage” be reduced by 90%; and that the resulting effluent be “practically free from suspended matter and non-putrescent.” The decree ordered that the plant be maintained so long as New York diverted water from the Delaware River system. Id. at 346.
91. The Court stated these minimum flows as being 1,535 cubic feet per second (cfs) at Port Jervis, and 3,400 cfs at Trenton. The Court generally required reservoir releases as needed to maintain these minimum levels but allowed for lower releases under specified circumstances. Id. at 346-47. The Court did not explain the source of these minimum levels.
interests that New Jersey invoked in the Delaware River case, including navigation, hydropower, agriculture, a shad fishery, and sanitation.93 Accepting the special master’s report, the Court denied the requested injunction declaring that “[d]rinking and other domestic purposes are the highest uses of water.”94 Essentially, Massachusetts convinced the special master that its proposed diversion was the best option for meeting Boston’s real need for additional water,95 while Connecticut failed to show serious injury from the proposed diversion.96 Importantly, however, Massachusetts was already required to ensure minimum flows in the Connecticut River under a decision of the War Department to ensure adequate levels for navigation.97 The Court denied relief not because water quality and fisheries concerns were unimportant in an equitable apportionment case but because Connecticut could not show significant harm to those interests.98

B. The Columbia Case: Interstate Fish Runs

Nearly half a century after deciding those eastern cases, the Court took up Idaho’s lawsuit against Oregon and Washington over the Columbia-Snake River system.99 This was a different kind of equitable apportionment proceeding, however, because upstream Idaho sought to protect its interests not in water, but in salmon runs.100

93. Id. at 664. Missing from this list, however, are the two harms – oyster fishing and recreation – that the Court found in the Delaware River case.

94. Id. at 673. The Court cited no authority for this statement.

95. The special master’s report found that greater Boston was “faced with a serious water shortage in the near future” that would require “a large quantity of additional water,” and that there was “no serious dispute” about Boston’s need for more water. Id. at 664-65. Connecticut argued that Boston could get the water from two other sources within Massachusetts, but the special master found that those sources were inferior, largely because the available water was polluted by upstream cities and industries. Id. at 667-69.

96. Id. at 672 (finding nothing in the master’s report “to justify an inference that any real or substantial injury or damage will presently result to Connecticut from the diversions of Massachusetts . . . .”)

97. Similar to the Supreme Court decision on the Delaware, the War Department approval for Boston’s diversion required releases from storage in order to ensure specified minimum flows in the Connecticut. Id. at 665. Massachusetts told the Court that it would comply with these conditions. Id. at 666.

98. When the Court stated flatly, “No discussion is required as to the effect of the proposed diversion upon the navigability of the river, agriculture, fish life or pollution in Connecticut,” id. at 672, it was because the special master’s report had found no harm to those interests. Id. at 665-67. Harm to Connecticut’s interest in hydropower development was a closer call on the facts, id. at 673, but nothing in the opinion suggests that fish and water quality are lesser interests than navigation, agriculture, or hydropower for purposes of equitable apportionment.


As explained by the Court in its final opinion in this litigation (Idaho II), these salmon runs are “one of the valuable natural resources of the Columbia-Snake River system in the Pacific Northwest.” Juvenile salmon hatch from eggs in the freshwater rivers of Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. As juvenile “smolts” they migrate downriver to the ocean where they spend most of their lives. As adults they return to their home rivers to spawn, and the fish of a given species that return in a particular season are referred to as a “run.” Idaho’s lawsuit involved two runs of chinook salmon and one of steelhead trout, and as the Court noted, “runs of all the relevant species since 1973 have been significantly lower.”

On the key threshold issue, the Court ruled in Idaho I that the equitable apportionment doctrine applied to fish and gave Idaho a right to its fair share of the interstate runs. The Court noted that the doctrine originated in water rights litigation but saw interstate fish runs as an analogous resource that could be allocated under the same principles. “A dispute over the water flowing through the Columbia-Snake River system would be resolved by the equitable apportionment doctrine; we see no reason to accord different treatment to a controversy over a similar resource of that system.” The Court concluded that, although Idaho could not claim ownership of the fish themselves, it did have an equitable right to its fair share of the runs.

Idaho argued that it was not receiving its fair share because Oregon and Washington were allowing too much commercial and sport fishing of the runs, depleting the populations and preventing enough adults from reaching Idaho waters. A complex set of legal arrangements governed the allowable “harvest” of these runs and the allocation of that harvest between Oregon and Washington and also between Indian and non-Indian fishers. With the tribal share of the harvest protected by treaties and judicial decisions, Idaho sought only to establish a right

102. Id. at 1018-19.
103. Id. at 1019-20.
104. Id. at 1020.
105. Id. at 1023 (noting that the parties dispute the reasons for the declining runs of these species).
106. Id. at 1024. The Court also observed, “Much as in a water dispute, a State that overfishes a run downstream deprives an upstream State of the fish it would otherwise receive.” Id.
107. Id. at 1025.
108. Id. at 1028 n.12 (addressing Idaho’s allegations of overfishing and mismanagement by the downstream states).
109. The Court discussed these arrangements in some detail in its opinion dealing with whether the case must be dismissed for failure to join the United States. Idaho I, 444 U.S. 380, 383-85 (1980).
110. The Court summarized years of litigation between tribes and the States of Oregon and Washington, ultimately resulting in a decision awarding the tribes a treaty-based right to half of the Columbia River salmon harvest. Id. at 384 (citing Sohappy v. Smith, 529 F.2d 570 (9th Cir. 1976)).
to a portion of the non-Indian harvest of the Columbia-Snake runs.\textsuperscript{111} Unlike the downstream states, which had both commercial and recreational fishing, Idaho's fishery was entirely recreational.\textsuperscript{112}

While Idaho alleged overfishing,\textsuperscript{113} the Court noted another reason for the declining fish runs: a string of federal dams on the Columbia and Snake Rivers, each of which took a toll on populations of juvenile and adult salmon attempting to migrate past them.\textsuperscript{114} The federal dams had such an impact that they were a major reason the special master recommended dismissal of Idaho's lawsuit for failure to join the United States.\textsuperscript{115} The Court did not see the special master's argument as a compelling reason to dismiss the case because even though the dams had major impacts on the salmon runs,\textsuperscript{116} Idaho was not seeking any changes in dam operations.\textsuperscript{117} Without the United States in the case, the parties had to accept federal dam operations as a given.\textsuperscript{118} Beginning in the 1990s, those operations would be the focus of a series of cases involving the government's compliance with the Endangered Species Act.\textsuperscript{119}

In the end, Idaho failed to show that the actions of the downstream states had prevented the state from getting its fair share of the salmon. The special master and the Court in \textit{Idaho II} reached this result largely by focusing narrowly on the period from 1975 through 1980, during which Idaho took more than half of the available harvest of these runs.\textsuperscript{120} Thus, the Court denied relief despite acknowledging that “Oregon and Washington may have harvested a disproportionate share of the [runs] over the long run,”\textsuperscript{121} and may have allowed some overfishing of runs

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{111} Id. at 385.
\item \textsuperscript{112} Id. at 385 n.4.
\item \textsuperscript{113} Id. at 385.
\item \textsuperscript{114} Id. at 382-84; \textit{Idaho II}, 462 U.S. 1017, 1020-21 (1983).
\item \textsuperscript{115} The other reasons were the federal government’s control over salmon fishing in the Pacific Ocean, and the role of the United States as trustee for the tribes with treaty-based fishing rights. \textit{Idaho I}, 444 U.S. at 387.
\item \textsuperscript{116} Id. at 388:
\begin{quote}
We do not find this consideration a persuasive reason for dismissing Idaho’s suit. We can assume, as suggested by defendants, that the eight dams along the Columbia and Snake Rivers are the primary reason why more fish do not successfully migrate back to Idaho. Nevertheless, Idaho stresses that it has no quarrel with the operation of the various dams.
\end{quote}
\item \textsuperscript{117} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{118} In its later decision on the merits, the Court observed that “Idaho accepts, as it must, the continued operation of the dams and their adverse impact on the runs.” \textit{Idaho II}, 462 U.S. at 1027 n.11.
\item \textsuperscript{119} See Michael C. Blumm & Aurora Paulsen, \textit{The Role of the Judge in ESA Implementation: District Judge James Redden and the Columbia Basin Salmon Saga}, 32 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 87, 110-142 (2013) (describing about 20 years of litigation over federal dam operations on the Columbia).
\item \textsuperscript{120} \textit{Idaho II}, 462 U.S. at 1027-28.
\item \textsuperscript{121} Id. As the Court noted in a footnote, Idaho claimed that for the period 1962-1980, the downstream states had harvested the great majority of all the Idaho-origin fish from all three runs: 83% of spring chinook, 75% of summer chinook, and 58% of steelhead originating in Idaho. Id. at 1028 n.12.
\end{itemize}
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as recently as 1974. Here, the Court split with three justices arguing in dissent that the special master and the Court had focused too narrowly on whether Idaho’s share of the harvest had been fair from 1975 through 1980. Yet, all nine justices agreed that Idaho had a right to a fair share of the fish runs.

C. The Second North Platte Case: Endangered Species Habitat

Resolving a three-state dispute over irrigation water supplies, the Court in 1945 divided the waters of the North Platte River primarily between Wyoming and Nebraska. The Court began its opinion by stating, “The controversy pertains to the use for irrigation purposes of the water of the North Platte River,” and devoted 40 pages of factual, legal and equitable analysis to irrigation exclusively. The key outcome involved the “pivotal reach” of 41 river miles ending just below the Wyoming-Nebraska border, with the Court allocating 75 percent of irrigation season flows to Nebraska and 25 percent to Wyoming.

Forty years later, Nebraska again sued Wyoming and Colorado over the waters of the North Platte. By the 1980s, the need for environmental flows to provide habitat for endangered birds along the Central Platte River in Nebraska had become a major concern for water users throughout the basin. In returning to the
Supreme Court, Nebraska initially "sought modification of the decree to make Wyoming and Colorado share the burden of providing instream flows necessary to preserve critical wildlife habitat," but this motion was denied without explanation. Thus, the Court rejected Nebraska’s attempt to expand the single-use 1945 decree into a multi-purpose allocation of the waters of the South Platte.

Environmental flows remained relevant in the litigation, however, as the Court later ruled that it would consider evidence of environmental injury in Nebraska in deciding whether to enjoin proposed upstream water projects. Wyoming argued that the earlier ruling foreclosed Nebraska from raising environmental issues, but the Court rejected that argument: "to assign an affirmative obligation to protect wildlife is one thing; to consider all downstream effects of upstream development when assessing threats to equitable apportionment is quite another." Although the Court emphasized that Nebraska would have to show substantial injury in order to obtain relief, it gave Nebraska the opportunity to show that injury was based on harm to wildlife and wildlife habitat.

That was the Court’s last word on the subject, as the states eventually reached a settlement that modified the 1945 decree and included a set of detailed restrictions on water development and use in Wyoming. The states of Colorado, Nebraska, and Wyoming, as well as the federal government, would also agree on measures to improve environmental flows in Nebraska as part of a broader program to restore endangered species habitat along the Platte. Thus, even though the original decree did not provide for environmental flows and the Court refused to order them in the second case, the parties eventually came together in an effort to help the river and the species that depend on it. Meanwhile, the Court made it clear that the water needs of wildlife species and their habitat are relevant factors in an equitable apportionment proceeding.

131. Id. (citing Nebraska v. Wyoming, 485 U.S. 931 (1988)).
132. Id.
133. The Court said that enjoining a proposed upstream project would mean modifying the 1945 decree. Before granting such relief, the Court would require Nebraska to show substantial injury, a burden it called "far from insignificant." Id. (citing Nebraska v. Wyoming, 507 U.S. 584, 592 (1993) (describing standards for enforcing vs. modifying an equitable apportionment decree)).
Consequently, in cases through the 20th century, the Court established that it will consider harm to water quality and wildlife in deciding whether a state is receiving its equitable share of benefits from an interstate river. On the Delaware River, the Court issued a decree designed to protect water quality, fisheries, and recreation from harm caused by the actions of an upstream state. Today, Florida seeks a similar decree in its Supreme Court litigation against Georgia.

III. FLORIDA V. GEORGIA: ENVIRONMENTAL FLOWS AND FEDERAL DAMS IN THE ACF BASIN

A. Prior Disputes and Corps Projects

The ACF Basin covers much of western Georgia, a sliver of southeastern Alabama, and part of the Florida panhandle. The Chattahoochee and Flint Rivers both arise in northern Georgia; the longer Chattahoochee flows just west of Atlanta, forms the southern portion of the Alabama-Georgia border, and reaches Lake Seminole near the Florida border. At Lake Seminole, the Flint joins the Chattahoochee to form the Apalachicola River, which flows over 100 miles through Florida before reaching its estuary at Apalachicola Bay. While the ACF may not be well known outside of water law circles, the Apalachicola is one of the major U.S. rivers in the Lower 48 states, with an average annual flow exceeding that of the Sacramento or the Hudson.

The three states of the ACF Basin have been fighting over its water for a long time and much has been written about their dispute. While Georgia, Alabama, and Florida have been involved in litigation for much of the past 30 years, they also made efforts to reach an agreement over water allocation. There was even a temporary Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin Compact, which com-

137. See Florida v. Georgia, 138 S. Ct. 2502, 2508-09 (2018) (describing the rivers as forming a “Y” with the Chattahoochee being its left arm, the Flint its right arm, and the Apalachicola its stem). A map of the basin appears as an appendix to the opinion at 2528.

138. LUNA B. LEOPOLD, A VIEW OF THE RIVER 99-101 (1994) (table showing statistics on the world’s major river basins, including average annual discharge). Among U.S. river systems in the Lower 48, only the Mississippi, Columbia, Mobile, and Susquehanna are larger than the ACF by this measure. Id. The Apalachicola’s average annual flow is roughly equal to that of the combined Sacramento and San Joaquin, though the ACF Basin is only half as large. Id. at 101, 104.


140. In re MDL-1824 Tri-State Water Rights Litigation, 644 F.3d 1160, 1174-78 (11th Cir. 2011) (explaining litigation history).
mitted the states “to develop an allocation formula for equitably apportioning the surface waters of the ACF Basin among the states while protecting the water quality, ecology, and biodiversity of the ACF.”141 But this was little more than an agreement to agree, and when the states failed to settle on an allocation formula, the Compact lapsed in 2003.142

Much of the ACF water litigation has centered on the Corps’ practices in operating a string of dams in the basin, primarily along the Chattahoochee. The lowest dam in the system, Jim Woodruff, creates Lake Seminole at the confluence that forms the Apalachicola. Congress authorized these dams for a variety of purposes including navigation, hydropower, and recreation. The Corps operates these dams as a system to achieve these purposes.143 Congress generally requires the Corps to “prescribe regulations for the use of storage allocated for flood control or navigation at all reservoirs constructed wholly or in part with Federal funds provided on the basis of such purposes, and the operation of any such project shall be in accordance with such purposes.”144 The Corps thus develops “water control manuals” to guide the operation of its projects and “master manuals” for coordinated control of multiple projects on a particular river system.145 The Corps produced its first ACF manual in 1958, and it would remain in place for decades, in part because years of litigation delayed an update of the master manual.146 The Corps finally produced a new master manual for its ACF projects in 2017,147 after completing an extensive environmental review process.148

Until recently, the main legal dispute over Corps projects in the ACF has focused on Lake Lanier, formed by Buford Dam on the Chattahoochee River, north of Atlanta. Georgia wanted significantly more of Lake Lanier’s water to serve the growing needs of metropolitan Atlanta, but Alabama, Florida, and others interested in ACF water argued that they would be harmed if the Corps supplied that

143. See id. at 2529-30 (Thomas, J., dissenting).
145. See infra Section I.B.
148. See U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENG’RS, FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, UPDATE OF THE WATER CONTROL MANUAL FOR THE APALACHICOLA-CHATTAHOOCHEE-FLINT RIVER BASIN IN ALABAMA, FLORIDA, AND GEORGIA, AND A WATER SUPPLY STORAGE ASSESSMENT (2016) [hereinafter ACF MANUAL EIS]. This was a weighty Environmental Impact Statement, with Volume 1 alone roughly one thousand pages long, including a 47-page “executive summary.”
much water to Atlanta. 149 A fundamental legal issue was the extent of the Corps’ authority to commit Lake Lanier water for municipal purposes; both the Corps and a series of federal cases had found such authority lacking. 150 But the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals dug into the Corps’ planning reports for Buford Dam and concluded that Atlanta’s water supply was an authorized purpose of the project all along, 151 therefore giving Georgia access to the water it wanted without the need for Congress to approve it. 152 Based on that result, when the Corps issued its new ACF manual in 2017, it specifically allowed for reallocation of over a quarter million acre-feet of Lake Lanier water for use in Georgia. 153 Despite losing the battle over Lake Lanier, Florida kept up its fight for the waters of the ACF Basin on a new front: interstate water litigation in the Supreme Court.

B. Florida’s Equitable Apportionment Action

Florida filed its complaint for equitable apportionment and injunctive relief in the Supreme Court in 2013. 154 Florida alleged that Georgia’s growing consumption of water from the Chattahoochee and Flint Rivers for municipal, industrial, and agricultural purposes had significantly reduced flows in the Apalachicola. The result of these reduced flows, Florida contended, was environmental harm in the Apalachicola Basin and its enormously productive estuary, including collapse of the important oyster fishery in Apalachicola Bay. The complaint alleged that low flows in the Apalachicola were causing ecological, economic, and social harm to a part of Florida that was highly dependent on natural resources. Florida asked the Court to issue an equitable apportionment decree for the waters of the ACF Basin and an


150. Se. Fed. Power Customers, 514 F.3d at 1319 (noting Corps’ conclusion in 2002 that it could not accommodate Georgia request without further Congressional authorization); id. at 1325 (finding that commitment of large volume of Lake Lanier water for municipal use in Georgia would be a major operational change requiring Congressional approval).


152. The Corps had denied Georgia’s request for additional water for Atlanta from Lake Lanier, but the 11th Circuit – having held that the Corps did indeed have authority to grant that request – remanded the matter to the Corps to reconsider Georgia’s request in light of that holding. Id. at 1192-97.

153. ACF MANUAL ROD, supra note 147, at 3. Final reallocation would require an agreement whereby Georgia would pay the Corps for the storage space.

154. Because the Supreme Court must grant permission to file a case within its original jurisdiction, Florida also filed a Motion for Leave to File a Complaint and a brief in support of that motion. The Supreme Court granted that motion in November 2014, allowing Florida’s case to proceed. See Report of the Special Master at 14-16, Florida v. Georgia, 138 S. Ct. 2502 (2018) (No. 142, Orig.) [hereinafter Special Master’s Report].
injunction capping Georgia’s depletions.155 Georgia argued that Florida was suffering no significant harm, and to the extent there was significant harm, it was caused by the operations of Corps projects in the ACF Basin, not by Georgia’s water uses.

By suing Georgia in the Supreme Court, Florida was effectively forced to shift its focus from Corps operations to non-federal water allocation, management, and use within Georgia. The United States has sovereign immunity in these interstate water cases, and some cases have not been allowed to proceed when the federal government refuses to be joined in the litigation.157 In cases (including the Columbia River salmon litigation158) where the United States is not a party but there is an important federal role relating to the merits of the litigation, the plaintiff state must establish that it can get effective relief without an order binding the federal government.159 For Florida, this means that it must be able to show harm caused by Georgia, not the Corps, and also establish that the Court can grant effective relief without a decree binding the Corps.160 Georgia sought to dismiss the case at the outset, arguing that the United States was an indispensable party, but the special master161 ruled that effective relief might be possible without federal involvement.

Unable to attack the Corps’ operations (or its decision to allocate a large amount of Lake Lanier storage for municipal and industrial use), Florida focused largely on Georgia’s agricultural use. The Flint River supplies much of the irriga-

---

155. Id. at 16 (noting Florida’s request to limit Georgia’s depletions from the ACF Basin to 1992 levels).
156. Id. According to the special master, Georgia’s position was “that Florida’s asserted harms are imaginary, self-inflicted, or inflicted by the operations of [the Corps] or changes in precipitation patterns (or some combination thereof) but in any event cannot be traced to Georgia’s water use.” Id. at 2.
158. See infra Section II.B.
159. Idaho I, 444 U.S. 380, 387-92 (1980) (various runs of anadromous fish migrating between spawning grounds in Idaho and the Pacific Ocean). As the Court explained:

Idaho’s narrow complaint is a two-edged sword. It has sidestepped the need to join the United States as a party by seeking only a share of the fish now being caught by nontreaty fishermen in Oregon and Washington. It now must shoulder the burden of proving that the nontreaty fisheries in those two states have adversely and unfairly affected the number of fish arriving in Idaho.

Id. at 392.
161. The Court in November 2014 appointed Ralph I. Lancaster as special master. See Special Master’s Report, supra note 154, at 16-17. Special Master Lancaster is with the Pierce Atwood law firm in Portland, Maine. Id. (cover page).
162. See id. at 17-20.
tion water for farmlands in southern Georgia, and unlike the Chattahoochee, there are no Corps dams on the Flint. Florida pointed to the enormous growth of agricultural water use in Georgia, offering evidence that irrigated acreage in that state had grown from 75,000 acres in 1970 to over 825,000 acres in 2014. The net effect of Georgia’s increased consumption, Florida argued, was a substantial reduction in Apalachicola River flows, especially during the spring and summer of dry years.

In his report, the special master was critical of Georgia’s approach to the allocation and management of irrigation water, stating that “[e]ven the exceedingly modest measures Georgia has taken have proven remarkably ineffective.” More specifically, he noted that Georgia had largely failed in the severe 2011-2012 drought to implement a state statute designed to reduce Flint River water use during droughts; continued approving new irrigation water use permits despite the concerns over drought impacts; and issued such permits without limiting the amount of water to be used in irrigation. While he stopped short of finding Georgia’s agricultural water use unreasonable, he concluded, “Georgia’s position – practically, politically, and legally – can be summarized as follows: Georgia’s agricultural water use should be subject to no limitations, regardless of the long-term consequences for the [ACF] Basin.”

The special master also had “little question that Florida has suffered harm from decreased flows in the River.” He noted that the Apalachicola Bay oyster fishery had experienced “unprecedented collapse” in the drought year of 2012, when

163. Florida v. Georgia, 138 S. Ct. at 2508. The Court stated that “there are no dams along the Flint River,” but it is more accurate to say that the Flint has no Corps dams; it has at least a couple non-federal ones. Special Master’s Report, supra note 154, at app. C.
164. Special Master’s Report, supra note 154, at 32-33. “Georgia’s own estimates show a dramatic growth in consumptive water use for agricultural purposes.” Id. at 33.
165. Id. at 15. This reduction was allegedly caused by all of Georgia’s water development and use in the ACF Basin, not just by irrigation.
166. Id. at 33.
167. Id.
168. For instance, although Georgia adopted the Flint River Drought Protection Act . . . in order to permit the State temporarily to ‘buy back’ agricultural irrigation rights at auction and thereby reduce water use during droughts, Georgia failed to implement the FRDPA’s auction in 2011 and 2012 during one of the worst droughts on record. Id. (citations omitted).
169. Id. at 34 (noting that Georgia had continued to approve backlogged permit applications, imposing only a temporary moratorium on new applications).
170. Id. at 34. By contrast, he noted that Georgia appeared to have taken significant steps to have conserved water for municipal and industrial purposes in the Atlanta area, “though only after having been spurred to take such steps by adverse litigation results.” Id. at 34 n.28.
“oyster mortality reached devastating levels” that virtually wiped out oysters in many areas that had been productive.172 The special master was apparently convinced that the mortality was caused by low flows in the river, resulting in higher salinity levels in the bay.173 The collapse of the fishery caused economic as well as ecological damage, leaving the future of Apalachicola Bay oyster harvesters in doubt.174 He did not discuss whether Florida had shown environmental harm in any other way, though his report noted that the Apalachicola River supports “a unique ecosystem” that supports a remarkably diverse array of species.175

While the special master was seemingly convinced of Florida’s harm and Georgia’s “likely misuse of resources,”176 he did not make specific factual findings on these points. Even assuming that unreasonable water use in Georgia was causing serious harm to Florida, the special master doubted that the Court could effectively remedy that harm without being able to bind the Corps.177 He then devoted about 35 pages—half the entire report, and nearly all of its analysis178—to an examination of whether increased flows in the Flint River (due to limiting Georgia irrigation) would reliably translate to increased flows in the Apalachicola below the Jim Woodruff Dam. Despite the absence of Corps dams on the Flint, the special master concluded that improved flows on that river might not benefit the Apalachicola during dry seasons, based on the Corps’ ability to withhold more water from its dams on the Chattahoochee and the operating protocols provided in the Corps’ existing water control manual for its projects in the ACF Basin.179 He found that the Corps:

172. Id.
173. He noted that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration had reached this conclusion when it declared a fishery disaster for Apalachicola Bay in 2013. He noted that Georgia argued that the collapse was due to Florida’s failure to manage the fishery appropriately but concluded that “the evidence presented tends to show that increased salinity rather than harvesting pressure led to the collapse.” Id. at 31-32 (citations omitted).
174. Id. at 32.
175. Id. at 8 (identifying endangered or threatened species of freshwater mussels that live in the Apalachicola River, along with the threatened Gulf sturgeon).
176. “As the evidentiary hearing made clear, Florida points to real harm and, at the very least, likely misuse of resources by Georgia.” Id. at 31.
177. In a key paragraph of his report, the special master wrote:

Much more could be said and would need to be said about these issues (as well as other issues, such as causation) were Florida and Georgia the only parties whose activities were implicated in this action. However, they are not. As already described, the Corps also conducts significant operations in the Basin. Regardless of the harm suffered by Florida and the unreasonableness of Georgia’s agricultural water use, it is necessary to determine whether the activities of the Corps render uncertain any relief to Florida stemming from a Court decree capping Georgia’s consumptive water use.

Id. at 34.
178. Id. at 35-69. The “Analysis” section began on page 30, and the report ended on page 70.
179. Id. at 46-62.
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Can likely offset increased streamflow in the Flint River by storing additional water in its reservoirs along the Chattahoochee River during dry periods. The evidence also shows that the Corps retains extensive discretion in the operation of those federal reservoirs. As a result, the Corps can release (or not release) water largely as it sees fit.

Having concluded that Florida had failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that the Court could order an effective remedy in the Corps absence, he recommended that the Court deny Florida’s request for relief.

C. The Court’s 2018 Decision

Florida’s case survived, albeit barely, as a 5-4 majority held that the special master “applied too strict a standard when he determined that the Court would not be able to fashion an appropriate equitable decree.” The Court ruled that the special master erred in requiring Florida to show by clear and convincing evidence that the remedy would be effective without Corps action. That level of proof on the remedy should not be required “unless and until the Special Master makes the findings of fact necessary to determine the nature and scope of likely harm caused by the absence of water and the amount of additional water necessary to ameliorate that harm significantly.” Until that point the complaining state need only establish, under principles of “flexibility and “approximation,” that it is likely the Court could fashion a workable decree. Applying that standard, the Court ruled that Florida had done enough at this stage, and remanded the case to the special master for further proceedings.

The Court made clear that environmental harm is relevant in determining whether a state is receiving its equitable share of the waters of an interstate river. The majority emphasized that all factors are relevant in an equitable apportionment determination, and stated that a key question on remand was whether a cap on Georgia’s water consumption might increase flows in the Apalachicola enough to “significantly redress the economic and ecological harm that Florida has suf-

180. Id. at 69.
181. Id. at 70:

Florida has not proven by clear and convincing evidence that any additional streamflow in the Flint River resulting from a decree imposing a consumptive cap on Georgia’s water use would be released from Jim Woodruff Dam into the River at a time that would provide a material benefit to Florida.

183. Id.
184. Id. at 2516, 2517.
185. Id. at 2526-27.
186. Id. at 2515 (quoting from earlier equitable apportionment cases and adding emphasis to the word “all”).
The Court noted the special master’s statements on the collapse of the oyster fishery and its impacts in Florida, involving both economic and ecological harm. And in the Court’s clearest-ever statement regarding damage to the natural world under equitable apportionment, it observed:

The harms of reduced streamflow may extend to other species in the Apalachicola region, including in the river and its floodplain, which, as the Master noted, “is home to the highest species density of amphibians and reptiles in all of North America, and supports hundreds of endangered or threatened animal and plant species,” including three “endangered” or “threatened” mussel species, the “threatened Gulf sturgeon,” and the largest stand of Tupelo trees – of Tupelo Honey fame – in the world. 188

Thus, the Court indicated that harm to plant and animal species – endangered or not – is a relevant factor and did not suggest that a species must have some commercial use or value to be considered. 189

The key issue for all nine justices, as it was for the special master, was the potential impact of Corps dams and their operations on flows in the Apalachicola River. The majority devoted about a third of its opinion to this issue, focusing heavily on the Corps’ operating protocols for both drought and non-drought operations under the current Master Manual for its projects in the ACF Basin. 190 The majority deduced that, “even when the Corps conducts its operations in accordance with the Master Manual, Florida’s proposed consumption cap would likely mean more water in the Apalachicola . . . .” 191 In the end, the Court believed that a workable decree would be possible despite the Corps’ “inherent discretion” in operating its projects. 192

187. The Court actually broke this into two questions: to what extent would a cap on Georgia’s consumption likely increase flows in the Apalachicola – a question that implicates Corps dams and their operations – and to what extent would those increased flows address Florida’s harm. Id. at 2518.

188. Id. at 2519 (alterations omitted). The mention of “Tupelo Honey fame” refers to Van Morrison’s soulful love song on the album of the same title. VAN MORRISON, TUPELO HONEY (Warner Bros. 1971).

189. This latter point presumably applies to most of the reptile and amphibian species found in the ACF Basin, which unlike oysters are not commercially harvested.


191. The Court continued that existing operations should mean that the Apalachicola would receive ‘as much as 2,000 cfs [cubic feet per second] more water when the Corps is conducting normal or ‘non-drought operations,’ and which could take place in dry periods, . . . and 500 cfs more on days when the Corps is conducting ‘drought operations.’” Id. at 2523.

192. Id. at 2526 (quoting the Special Master’s Report at 56, n.38) (alterations omitted).
The dissent, authored by Justice Thomas, seemingly took no issue with the majority on the relevance of environmental factors, but otherwise saw the case very differently. The dissent agreed with the special master on the legal standard he applied to Florida’s request for relief. The dissent further contended that even if the standard were incorrect, “his findings are plainly correct and establish that Georgia should prevail under the balance-of-harms test.” Finally, the dissent devoted roughly a quarter of its opinion to examining the effect of the Corps’ operations. It took a very different view of the Master Manual’s impact during drought periods, believing that they would effectively prevent increased flows in the Apalachicola even if more water came down the Flint. For the dissent, then, “the Special Master was correct to find that the Corps would not change its operations during droughts if this Court capped Georgia’s water use and thus Florida would not benefit from a cap during droughts.”

Both the majority and the dissent found support for their positions in the United States’ amicus brief explaining the Corps’ ACF operations, which carefully straddled the fence between the Florida and Georgia positions. On one hand, the United States explained that a cap on Georgia’s consumption would mean higher flows in the Flint, resulting in more water reaching Florida under current Corps operating protocols. On the other hand, the brief stated that during drought operations in the ACF system, higher flows in the Flint would not likely result in higher flows in the Apalachicola because the Corps would likely release no more than 5,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) from the Jim Woodruff Dam and store

193. With Justice Thomas on the dissent were Justices Alito, Kagan, and Gorsuch. Id. at 2528 (Thomas, J., dissenting).
194. See id. at 2547 (discussing potential harm to species beyond oysters but noting that the special master had found only harm to oysters resulting from low flows in the Apalachicola). The dissent insisted, however, that the balance of harms would always favor Georgia because of Florida’s small economic losses compared to the potential economic harm to Georgia of restricting agricultural uses. Id. at 2547-48. The dissent also emphasized that Georgia’s portion of the ACF Basin – which, of course, includes the Atlanta metropolitan area – has a population of 5 million compared to 100,000 for the Florida portion of the Basin, and that the gross regional product is $283 billion compared to $2 billion. Id. at 2529.
195. Id. at 2536-37 (concluding that, contrary to the majority’s view, the special master had appropriately “applied the ordinary balance-of-harms test dictated by this Court’s precedents”).
196. Id. at 2536, 2540-41.
197. See id. at 2541-46. The dissent runs from pp. 2528 to 2548.
198. See id. at 2542-45.
199. Id. at 2540. The dissent also insisted that Florida’s only showing of harm was during drought periods. Id. at 2546-47.
201. Id. at 16-17 (noting that higher flows in the Apalachicola were “more a question of timing than whether the flows would reach Florida at all”).
the rest in upstream reservoirs.202 Thus, during drought operations, “Apalachicola River flows would be very similar with or without a consumption cap” on Georgia.203 But while higher flows in the Flint might not change the Corps’ releases during drought operations, they could still benefit Florida by providing “an additional ‘cushion,’ delaying the onset of or hastening the recovery from drought operations,”204 and thus allowing for fewer days where the release would not exceed 5,000 cfs.205 As for whether the Corps might change its operations to effect a Supreme Court decree, the United States reiterated the Corps’ commitment to “take [that] into account and adjust its operations accordingly, including new or revised [Master Manuals] . . . .”206 But the brief seemed to walk back that statement,207 refusing to commit the Corps to making any operational changes based on a Supreme Court decree apportioning the waters of the ACF Basin.208

These somewhat contradictory statements allowed the majority and the dissent to take strikingly different views of whether the Corps’ operating decisions would likely render ineffective any decree the Court might issue. The dissent flatly stated that “the Corps will not change its existing practices,” regardless of what the Court might order.209 Except as provided in the existing Master Manual, the

202. Id. at 28. The brief noted that the 5,000 cfs minimum release during drought operations “was determined in consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service to protect the threatened Gulf sturgeon” and the mussel species protected by the Endangered Species Act. Id. at 9.

203. Id. at 28. The dissent emphasized this point in concluding that Florida had not shown that capping Georgia’s consumption would benefit the Apalachicola during drought periods, when it was clearly harmed by low flows. Florida v. Georgia, 138 S. Ct. at 2545 (Thomas, J., dissenting).

204. U.S. Amicus Brief, supra note 200, at 18.

205. Florida v. Georgia, 138 S. Ct. at 2522. The majority emphasized this point in concluding that Florida would obtain a measure of drought relief from a consumption cap on Georgia, even under the Corps’ current operating protocols.

206. U.S. Amicus Brief, supra note 200, at 30 (quoting from the Corps’ ACF MANUAL ROD, supra note 147, at 18).

207. The brief stated that the Corps “stood by that statement” from its Record of Decision, but then said that the Corps “would have to consider” whether it could provide higher releases for Florida “under its existing authorities . . . .” Id. at 30.

208. The brief suggested the Corps would “consider” a Supreme Court decree in making ACF operating decisions:

Of course, a decision by the Court apportioning the waters of the ACF Basin, whether in the form of a consumption cap or something else, would necessarily form part of the constellation of laws to be considered by the Corps when deciding how best to operate the federal projects in the ACF Basin for their congressionally authorized purposes. But unlike a compact among the States that is approved by Congress or legislation altering the purposes of the ACF system, an apportionment by this Court in the form of a consumption cap would not formally bind the Corps to take any particular action because the United States is not a party to this suit, which has proceeded on the understanding that any relief must be shaped without mandating a change in the Corps’ operations.

Id. at 32.

Corps would be unlikely to increase releases into the Apalachicola.\textsuperscript{210} As for whether the Corps might change the Master Manual, “there are a host of reasons to doubt the Corps would voluntarily change its procedures just because this Court capped Georgia’s use.”\textsuperscript{211} In short, the dissent believed the Corps would simply ignore the Court.

The majority, by contrast, found reason to believe that the Corps would take steps to effectuate any decree the Court might issue. For one thing, the majority found it likely that increased flows in the Flint would pass through to Florida’s benefit, even under the Corps’ existing protocols.\textsuperscript{212} It also gave credence to federal statements that the Corps would “work to accommodate any determinations or obligations” set forth by the Court in an ACF Basin decree.\textsuperscript{213} Thus, while the majority recognized the “variety of circumstances and statutory obligations”\textsuperscript{214} that drive the Corps’ operating decisions, it believed that the Court could find a way to craft an effective decree – and that the Corps would help it do so.\textsuperscript{215}

Though it allowed the case to proceed, the Court ended with a cautionary note, emphasizing that Florida would be entitled to relief only if it could show that the benefits of a decree would substantially outweigh the harm.\textsuperscript{216} That could prove exceedingly difficult, especially since all four dissenters believe that the balance of harms clearly tips in Georgia’s favor, and since one member of the majority – Justice Kennedy – has retired. If and when the case returns to the Court, the Corps’ operating protocols and practices could again become a crucial issue. In considering the role of federal dams in the ACF Basin, the Court must take a broader view of the legal and policy context in which the Corps makes operating decisions.

\textsuperscript{210.} \textit{Id.} at 2542 ("All available evidence suggests that the Corps would not exercise its discretion to release more water into the Apalachicola River during droughts.").

\textsuperscript{211.} \textit{Id.} For the dissent, these reasons include the Corps’ operating history in the ACF Basin, the years of litigation over the prior manual revision, and the heavy procedural requirements associated with a new revision. \textit{Id.} at 2544.

\textsuperscript{212.} \textit{Id.} at 2520-21 (record shows it is “highly unlikely that the Corps will always reduce the flow” in the Apalachicola by storing all available water in excess of the 5,000 cfs minimum release during drought operations); \textit{Id.} at 2523 (projecting higher flows in drought and non-drought periods resulting from capping Georgia’s consumption).

\textsuperscript{213.} \textit{Id.} at 2526.

\textsuperscript{214.} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{215.} Although the special master believed that the Corps’ inherent discretion in operating the ACF projects made effective relief highly uncertain, the majority determined that it could still produce a workable decree. “[T]he record leads us to believe that, if necessary and with the help of the United States, the Special Master, and the parties, we should be able to fashion one.” \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{216.} \textit{Id.} at 2528 (quoting from \textit{Colorado v. New Mexico I}, 459 U.S. 176, 187 (1982)).

\textsuperscript{217.} \textit{Id.} at 2547 (Thomas, J., dissenting) (declaring that “it is clear who should prevail in this case”).
IV. CAN FEDERAL DAMS BLOCK EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT?

In its 2018 Florida v. Georgia decision, the Court had to decide whether Corps project operations would preclude effective relief of Florida’s economic and environmental harm. In his report, the special master looked closely at the Corps’ ACF operating regime and its potential effect on Apalachicola River flows. The Court’s majority and dissenting opinions both did the same, even though they disagreed sharply on whether the regime could provide for a workable decree. The problem with both opinions, however, is that they focused too narrowly on the Corps’ existing Master Manual for the ACF Basin, overlooking some important laws, policies, and principles regarding Corps operating decisions.

First, according to the Corps’ own Water Control Management rules, water control plans are supposed to be reviewed at least every ten years and “revised as necessary to conform with changing requirements resulting from developments in the project area and downstream, improvements in technology, improved understanding of ecological response and sustainability, new legislation and other relevant factors, provided such revisions comply with existing federal regulations and established Corps policy.” In fact, in issuing its Biological Opinion under the ESA regarding the new ACF Master Manual, the Fish and Wildlife Service noted that the Master Manual was to be “reviewed every 5 years pursuant to [the Corps’] South Atlantic Division Policy,” and therefore the Service issued its Biological Opinion “with the understanding that the [Manual] may be revised or up-

221. Water control plans are to “include coordinated regulation schedules for project/system regulation and any additional provisions required to collect, analyze and disseminate data; prepare detailed operating instructions;” and operate projects safely and appropriately. Id., para. 3-2(b). Water control plans are then incorporated into water control manuals. Id.
222. Id., para. 3-2(j).
223. Id., para. 3-2(j)(1). This paragraph concludes, “[a]t any time during project implementation, it may be appropriate to revise the water control plan.”
224. Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act prohibits any federal agency from taking an action that would jeopardize the continued existence of a threatened or endangered species. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2) (2012). To ensure that it meets this requirement, the agency before taking action must consult with the Fish & Wildlife Service (or, for oceangoing species, the National Marine Fisheries Service) on the effects of the proposed action on listed species and their habitat. Id. The Service’s Biological Opinion is its determination of the likely effects of the agency’s action on those species. Id. § 1536(b). If an agency fails to consult on its proposed action – even an ongoing action, such as operation of a federal water project – it violates the Endangered Species Act. See, e.g., Pac. Coast Fed’n of Fishermen’s Ass’ns v. Bureau of Reclamation, 138 F. Supp. 2d 1228, 1246-50 (2001) (finding violation by Bureau of Reclamation for failure to consult on its Klamath Project operations for 2000, and issuing injunction pending completion of consultation for 2001 operations, even though Bureau had completed consultation for years before 2000).
dated within 5 years (i.e., in 2021) . . .

Thus, the 2017 ACF Master Manual is not a long-term fixture in determining flows in the Apalachicola River. To the contrary, per the Corps’ own policies and rules the Master Manual should be reviewed no later than 2021, or at the latest 2027, and revised as needed to address factors far less weighty than a Supreme Court decree apportioning an interstate river.

Second, while the Court recognized that the Corps must operate its projects in accordance with their congressionally authorized purposes, it may not have fully understood that the Corps retains much discretion in choosing how best to balance and serve those general purposes. In its amicus brief, the United States noted that Congress authorized the Corps’ ACF Basin projects for multiple purposes, “including navigation, hydroelectric power, national defense, commercial value of riparian lands, recreation, and industrial and municipal water supply.” The United States did not suggest, however, that these authorized purposes could only be served by operating the projects in accordance with the 2017 Master Manual. In fact, in its Environmental Impact Statement for the ACF Master Manual revision, the Corps considered seven alternative operating regimes, each of which favored some purposes over others. Any of these alternatives seemingly would have served project purposes, as proposals that would have conflicted with them were not considered. Thus, while project purposes are set in statute, they leave the Corps a considerable range of options for meeting them – and while some options may appear better than others, those judgment calls are made by the Corps, not Congress.

---

225. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serv., Biological Opinion for ACF Water Control Manual, Executive Summary 4 (2016) (noting that the Biological Opinion “will be reviewed, or consultation will be reinitiated at that time” when the Manual is reviewed).

226. This is doubly important because review of the Manual, whenever it happens, will involve a reinitiation of Endangered Species Act consultation. Id. A new Biological Opinion could make a meaningful difference for Apalachicola River flow levels during droughts, as the current 5,000 cfs minimum release from Jim Woodruff Dam was established largely to protect ESA-listed species. Special Master’s Report, supra note 154, at 34; see also supra note 177. Thus, a new ESA consultation could result in a minimum flow level higher or lower than the established 5,000 cfs.

227. The GAO in 2015 found that the Corps does not actually update its water control plans regularly, despite the official policy, with funding constraints a primary reason for the delays. U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office, GAO-15-660, Army Corps of Engineers: Efforts to Assess the Impact of Extreme Weather Events 19 (2015). The report noted that some Corps officials had requested funding to update the plans, but the funding was not approved.

228. Florida v. Georgia, 138 S. Ct. 2502, 2526 (2018); see also id. at 2530 (Thomas, J., dissenting).

229. U.S. Amicus Brief, supra note 200, at 4 (citing various Corps project planning reports and statutes approving them).

230. ACF Manual EIS, supra note 148, at ES-18. The final EIS analyzed ten alternatives in detail, most of which were variations on the favored Alternative 7. Id. at ES-18 to ES-36.

231. Id. at ES-13.

232. ACF Manual ROD, supra note 147, at 1-10 (explaining alternatives studied, factors considered, and reasons for choosing the preferred alternative).
Third, the Court should consider the incentives that would arise from allowing the Corps to effectively block equitable apportionment in the ACF Basin. In this case, the Corps’ operating decisions may be found to preclude a workable decree; not because of any clear conflict with project purposes, but simply because the Corps will not be bound and will choose not to change its practices. If that happens, Georgia will have been allowed to exceed its fair share of the waters of an interstate river system due to the presence of federal dams in the basin. Given that there are well over a thousand federal dams on rivers across the nation, this could mean that equitable apportionment is practically unavailable on many interstate river systems. Of course, the Court continues to encourage states (and has encouraged the ACF Basin states) to resolve their water disputes by compact. But if an upstream state can defeat equitable apportionment simply by the presence of a federal dam, why would it choose to negotiate?

This problem is presented not because the Corps is unable to join the case, but because it has chosen not to. Ironically, if this litigation were a general water rights adjudication in state court, the United States could be required to join the proceeding under the terms of a statute known as the McCarran Amendment. As interpreted by the Court, the McCarran Amendment has meant that even reserved right claims for federal and tribal lands under the Winters doctrine have been litigated in state courts, which puts those important federal interests in a forum generally seen as adverse or even hostile to them. Subjecting such federal and tribal

233. The dissent noted the tension between preserving project storage and increasing releases to the Apalachicola during drought periods. Florida v. Georgia, 138 S. Ct. at 2543 (Thomas, J., dissenting). But this kind of tension is inherent in the operation of projects with multiple purposes, especially when upstream and downstream states are involved, as illustrated by the multi-state litigation over the Corps’ operation of its projects on the Missouri River. See In re Operation of the Mo. River Sys. Litig., 421 F.3d 618, 624-28 (8th Cir. 2005).

234. Neither the special master nor the Court has yet determined that Georgia is exceeding its fair share of ACF waters, although the special master did suggest that there has been, “at the very least, likely misuse of resources by Georgia.” Special Master’s Report, supra note 154, at 31.


236. Florida v. Georgia, 138 S. Ct. at 2509 (citing several interstate water cases).

237. In years past, the prospect of federal money for new water projects gave states an incentive to enter into compacts. See DOUGLAS L. GRANT & GREGORY S. WEBER, CASES AND MATERIALS ON WATER LAW 495 (8th ed. 2010) (quoting Charles J. Meyers, The Colorado River, 19 Stan. L. Rev. 1, 48 (1966)). Now that the federal government is not building many new big projects, however, the states no longer have that source of motivation to resolve their water disagreements through negotiation.

238. 43 U.S.C. § 666 (1994) (giving consent to join the United States as a defendant in any “adjudication of rights to the use of water of a river system or other source,” or for the administration of such rights, when the United States is the owner of water rights or in the process of acquiring them).

239. See Michael C. Blumm et al., The Mirage of Indian Water Rights and Western Streamflow Restoration in the McCarran Amendment Era: A Promise Unfulfilled, 36 ENVTL. L. 1157 (2006) (summarizing
claims to state court jurisdiction was not specifically required by the statute but was necessary, said the Court, to effectuate its purpose of allowing all water right claims to be litigated in a single proceeding. This policy argument would seem far stronger in the case of interstate water litigation where the Court is the only available forum to settle these major disputes between sovereigns. But since there is nothing like the McCarran Amendment for Supreme Court cases, there is no way to force the United States to join the ACF litigation, even though the federal government no longer seems to have a compelling reason to stay out.

Whatever else might be said about American water federalism, most observers would likely agree that the federal government should normally support a state’s water management priorities. And if a federal agency is going to frustrate a key state goal, it should be necessary to serve an important national interest. Congress has repeatedly stated its respect for state primacy in water allocation and management, and importantly for the ACF Basin, did so in the 1944 Flood Control Act – a key source of authority for Corps projects nationally. In Section 1 of

Supreme Court’s application of McCarran Amendment, subjecting tribal claims to state court jurisdiction and criticizing state courts’ handling of tribal reserved right claims in a series of cases).


241. See Florida v. Georgia, 138 S. Ct. at 2512-16 (explaining basic principles of these interstate cases).

242. Congress may want to consider waiving federal sovereign immunity for interstate litigation in the Supreme Court, at least on a case-by-case basis. In the case of Florida v. Georgia, allowing joinder of the United States would provide a judicial forum that includes all the key sovereigns in the ACF Basin. Without such a forum it seems much less likely that the ACF Basin states could agree on a water allocation compact. See id. at 2511. Congress in 2014 specifically urged the ACF states to develop a compact, Water Resources Reform and Development Act of 2014, Pub. L. No. 113-121, § 1051, 128 Stat. 1193, 1259, though it repealed that language two years later. Water Infrastructure Improvements for the Nation Act, Pub. L. No. 114-322, § 1187, 130 Stat. 1628, 1681 (2016).

243. The federal government’s amicus brief states that:

the United States did not intervene in this action in large part to avoid being bound by a decree that could directly affect Corps operations before the Corps had a chance to finally complete its process of updating the Master Manual and individual reservoir regulation manuals for the ACF Basin.

U.S. Amicus Brief, supra note 200, at 32. The brief did not explain why, since the Corps adopted its new Master Manual in March 2017, the Corps still believes that it should not join the litigation.

244. See, e.g., United States v. New Mexico, 438 U.S. 696, 702 n.5 (1978) (referring to a list of “37 statutes in which Congress has expressly recognized the importance of deferring to state water law”).


246. For example, Section 7 of the 1944 Act required the Secretary of War “to prescribe regulations for the use of storage allocated for flood control or navigation at all reservoirs constructed wholly or in part with Federal funds provided on the basis of such purposes, and the operation of any such projects shall be in accordance with such regulations...” 33 U.S.C. § 709 (2012). Recreational use of
the 1944 Act, Congress declared a policy “to recognize the interests and rights of the States in determining the development of the watersheds within their borders and likewise their interests and rights in water utilization and control . . . .”247 Congress specifically directed the Corps to consult with affected states in the course of investigating potential projects, to send its reports on recommended projects to the affected states for review and comment, and to provide any state comments to Congress along with the underlying Corps reports.248

Congress thus ensured that affected States, consistent with their “interests and rights” in water management, have a voice in the investigation, planning, and authorization of Corps projects.249 Given this framework of cooperative federalism,250 it is remarkable that the Corps, simply to protect its operating plan, might ultimately prevent Florida from vindicating its equitable right to the waters of the ACF Basin.251 It is also remarkable that the Corps could take that position, effectively putting Florida’s rights in great peril, yet receive no criticism from Supreme Court justices who often question the exercise of agency discretion.252

It remains true, of course, that without a waiver of the United States’ sovereign immunity, the Court cannot issue a decree that will officially bind the Corps. But if Florida makes its case for relief, the Court must not deny a remedy simply because it cannot force the Corps to make any changes in its operations. That result would practically elevate an agency’s project operating plan over a state’s right to equitable apportionment, ignoring the true status of that operating plan and turning basic notions of American water law upside down.

Corps projects was addressed in Section 4, 16 U.S.C. § 460d, marketing of hydropower generated at Corps dams was authorized in Section 5, 16 U.S.C. § 825s, and so on.


248. See id. § 701-1(a).

249. See id. The Corps’ investigations of potential projects:

shall be conducted in such a manner as to give to the affected State or States, during the course of the investigations, information developed by the investigations and also opportunity for consultation regarding plans and proposals, and to the extent deemed practicable by the Chief of Engineers, opportunity to cooperate in the investigations.

Id.

250. The Court emphasized cooperative federalism in the context of Bureau of Reclamation projects, holding that federal law requires the Bureau to comply with requirements of state water law so long as they are “not inconsistent” with Congressional directives. See e.g., California v. United States, 438 U.S. 645, 674 (1978). The Court stressed “cooperative federalism,” and in emphasizing Congressional deference to state water law, it quoted Section 1 of the Flood Control Act. Id. at 650-51, 678.

251. Apalachicola River flows have been protected under state law since 2006, when the Northwest Florida Water Management District acted to reserve the “magnitude, duration and frequency of observed flows . . . for the protection of fish and wildlife of the river, floodplain and Apalachicola Bay.” F.LA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. r. 40A-2.223 (2014).

CONCLUSION

*Florida v. Georgia* lives on, as the Supreme Court narrowly rejected the special master’s recommendation to deny relief. But Florida still has a high hill to climb before it earns an equitable apportionment decree. Although it has already shown that low flows have caused “real harm” in the collapse of the Apalachicola Bay oyster fishery, it must further establish that a decree would bring benefits to Florida that would “substantially outweigh the harm” to Georgia,253 which has always been a difficult burden for the complaining state in these cases.254 The Court has suggested that the special master may need to make more detailed findings on a range of factual issues regarding Florida’s harm, Georgia’s use, and the Corps’ influence.255

The United States remains a non-party, which nearly ended the case when the special master concluded that effective relief could not be assured without the Corps. The Court narrowly disagreed, but the role of the Corps and its projects still looms large in the dispute.256 To the extent that Florida can show that it has been harmed by the flow regime on the Apalachicola, Georgia is sure to argue that the harm was caused by the existence and operations of the Corps’ string of dams in ACF Basin, which Florida cannot contest in this proceeding. Assuming that Florida can show it is entitled to relief, the Court will have to determine finally whether it can order an effective remedy without being able to bind the Corps. In considering the effects of the Corps’ project operations, whether in determining causation or deciding on a remedy, the Court must see the 2017 Master Manual for what it is: an agency operating plan that may bind the Corps,257 but is not a permanent and immutable part of the law of the ACF Basin.

The case may well turn on whether Florida can establish that low flows in the river are causing significant environmental harm, and whether the Court sees that kind of harm as important enough to warrant restrictions on Georgia’s consumptive uses. It seems likely that Florida must prove harm that goes beyond oysters, valuable as they are, because four members of the Court have already declared that the losses of the oyster fishery can never outweigh the harm to Georgia’s agricultural users. If the value of a river is nothing more than economic, the Court will likely deny relief.258 But the Court has already noted that the ACF Basin supports a rich and unique ecosystem that is home to a diverse array of species, all relying to

---

253. *Id.* at 2527.

254. *See infra* Section I.A.

255. *Florida v. Georgia*, 138 S. Ct. at 2527 (laying out questions to be addressed, which are essentially the same ones identified and examined in Part IV of the majority opinion, *id.* at 2517-26).

256. *See infra* Section III.C.

257. *See South Dakota v. Ubbelohde*, 330 F.3d 1014, 1027-30 (8th Cir. 2003) (ruling that the Corps’ Master Manual for operating its Missouri River Basin projects was binding on the Corps).

258. *See supra* notes 188-89 and accompanying text.
some degree upon adequate flows. And if, as Justice Holmes wrote, a river is a
treasure – whose value is not just in the dollars it generates but also the life it sus-
tains – then environmental flows will carry real weight in equitable apportionment.
The future of the Apalachicola may turn on the Court’s view of the true worth of a
river.

See supra notes 190-99 and accompanying text.